We give grants towards the conservation of historic church interiors, churchyard structures, and conservation reports for historic objects in churches.

The word search below will search for all words entered into the text box, and the final result may not be accurate. If you wish to search for a specific term, enter the text as "search term", e.g. "Church Plate" to enable the search to find the exact phrase needed.

Text Search ____________________________

Sort by Title A -> Z

Apply
Bell Grants April 2022

08/06/2022

An outline of churches awarded grants for their Bells in April 2022

1 min read

Bell Grants June 2023

30/06/2023

An outline of churches awarded grants for their Bells in June 2023

1 min read

3.
An outline of churches awarded Bell Grants in September 2021

1 min read
02/06/2021

An outline of churches awarded Bells and bell frame grants June 2021

2 min read

5.
An outline of churches awarded grants for their Church Plates in July 2023
An outline of churches awarded Churchyard structure grants in December 2022

1 min read
Churchyard structure Grants December 2023

22/12/2023

An outline of churches awarded Churchyard Structure grants in December 2023

1 min read

8.
An outline of churches awarded Churchyard structure grants June 2021
An outline of churches awarded Churchyard Structure grants in July 2023

1 min read
An outline of churches awarded Churchyard structure grants in November 2021

1 min read